
CONFUSING WORDS 

Choose the correct word for each sentence. 

1.- They robbed / stole the money from the house last night.  

2.- Could you remember / remind me to phone her? 

3.- She passed / took the exam in July but she won’t know the  

     result before October. 

4.- That color doesn’t fit / suit you. 

5.- Please hear / listen to this carefully. 

6.- Can you check / control that the baby’s all right? 

7.- There are sensitive / sensible children who are upset by fairy  

     stories. 

8.- Could you borrow / lend me some money? 

9.- I think I forgot / left my scarf at the cinema. 

10.- Be quiet / quite! He’s trying to sleep! 

11.- Please bring / take that book over here. 

12.- Be sensible / sensitive. You can’t wear high  

       heels to a garden party. 

13.- His favourite game / play is football. 

14.- He’s starting a new job / work on Monday.  

15.- He’s the person who discovered / invented  

       televisión. 

16.- He’s going to lay / lie on the bed and have a rest. 

17.- I’m pleased everybody has worked so hard / hardly. 

18.- Can you say / tell me what he said. 

19.- My nephew is a cook / cooker in a hotel. 

20.- I’d like to buy / pay you a drink. 

21.- Raise / rise your hand if you want to ask  

       a question. 

22.- The dog broke its chain and got lose /   

       loose. 

23.- The teacher gave me some useful advice / advise. 

24.- Take / bring an umbrella when you go out today. 

25.- Actually / at the moment I’m working part-time in a fast-  

       food  restaurant.  

26.- How was your trip / journey to Paris? 

27.- Heavy seas and strong winds made the trip / voyage from  
       Europe very unpleasant. 

28.- You can’t go on a journey / trip to Alaska without making  

       careful preparations. 



ANSWER KEY 

1.- STOLE 

2.- REMIND 

3.- TOOK 

4.- SUIT 

5.- LISTEN 

6.- CHECK 

7.- SENSITIVE 

8.- LEND 

9.- LEFT 

10.- QUIET 

11.- BRING 

12.- SENSIBLE 

13.- GAME 

14.- JOB 

15.- INVENTED 

16.- LIE 

17.- HARD 

18.- TELL 

19.-COOK 

20.- BUY 

21.- RAISE 

22.- LOOSE 

23.- ADVICE 

24.- TAKE 

25.- AT THE MOMENT 

26.- TRIP 

27.- VOYAGE 

28.- JOURNEY 


